
When you log into ACTS, you will see a list of your current games, with subjections for each game title.  This 
is what mine looks like 
 

 



 
When I click on SQLA Squad Leader Series Module, I see all my SQLS Games 
 

 
 
Scott Bramley and I are the owners of the SQLS Custom module but if you have a game going, it will show up 
on your list.  You can always add a New Game to add an additional game you are starting, just walk through the 
menus.  Biggest thing is to give the game a name, pick the default scenario, and make you the owner.  Only the 
owner can delete the game when it is completed or abandoned by opponent.  I have a Twilight Struggle game I 
started vs an unknown opponent on the server, he bailed out after 30 minutes, as he was the owner, it will stay 
on my list for 6 months.   Games with no ACTS activity for 6 months are automatically deleted.  In cases where 
a game is on hold for an unknown length of time due to some real life event, one player has to go in and at least 
send a message on ACTS to reset the 6 month clock.  



Our game is WG202 Jadhe’s Tigers, you click on that. 
Thin

 
Things one can do is to review the game journal, send a message, submit a die roll, change game turn (can only 
change the integral game turn number, not half turns).   ACTS was designed for card driven games (such as 
Paths of Glory, Twilight Struggle, etc so custom modules keep track of whether cards are in the draw pile, 
discard pile, in player’s hands, permanently discarded per the Game Title).  But for SQLS, just ignore those 
options. 
 
It is best to copy and paste from the vassal log into the Submit Die roll request to identify what the die roll was 
for, then type in the result in the vassal log.  That way a player can track what is going on in either the vassal 
log or ACTS.  
 
Biggest thing is requesting the correct number of die.  Most SQLS uses 2 die, sometimes 1 (repair) sometimes 3 
(attack with one smoke) etc.  If you did not request enough die, keep what you got and request more.  If you 
requested too many, ignore the excess.   Some veteran players consolidate when playing veteran players: if 
making attack vs a single squad, may request 4 die, 2 for the attack and 2 for any morale check, applying 
modifiers as need.  Or for example request 8 die, 2 for the attack, 2 for the target leader, 2 for the squad with the 
leader, and 2 for the leader loss NMC if needed.  This can be confusing for a more novice players to follow. 
There is a player preference.  
 
In addition to each message or die result begin displayed on the ACTS window, and email is generated and sent 
to each player.  In my case these are filtered directly to a folder I do not look at.  Card driven games generate a 
lot of emails, especially if the game is played on the server for an hour.  My ACTS folder gets about 1000 
messages a week, which I empty once a week.  I just look at the vassal log. 
 
In our game, for the Defensive immobilization NMC and result, I found the emails for the NMC and result in 
my ACTS folder. They were not done within our game so they are not in the game journal.  I will proceed when 
I get a chance today.  My daytime free time is measured in minutes before I am interrupted again.  


